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Abstract

• Face images: age
• Videos: “scene bias”

Recent works find that AI algorithms learn biases from
data. Therefore, it is urgent and vital to identify biases in
AI algorithms. However, the previous bias identification
pipeline overly relies on human experts to conjecture potential biases (e.g., gender), which may neglect other underlying
biases not realized by humans. To help human experts better
find the AI algorithms’ biases, we study a new problem in
this work – for a classifier that predicts a target attribute of
the input image, discover its unknown biased attribute.
To solve this challenging problem, we use a hyperplane
in the generative model’s latent space to represent an image attribute; thus, the original problem is transformed to
optimizing the hyperplane’s normal vector and offset. We
propose a novel total-variation loss within this framework as
the objective function and a new orthogonalization penalty
as a constraint. The latter prevents trivial solutions in which
the discovered biased attribute is identical with the target or
one of the known-biased attributes. Extensive experiments
on both disentanglement datasets and real-world datasets
show that our method can discover biased attributes and
achieve better disentanglement w.r.t. target attributes. Furthermore, the qualitative results show that our method can
discover unnoticeable biased attributes for various object
and scene classifiers, proving our method’s generalizability
for detecting biased attributes in diverse domains of images.

Step 1:
Humans speculate
potential biases.

1. Introduction
Although the performance of deep neural networks is
greatly improved by training on large-scale datasets, worrisome biases are also learned by AI algorithms. Thus it is
imperative to identify AI algorithms’ biases, whereas the
previous bias identification pipeline [5, 39] has some shortcomings. First, it overly relies on human experts to speculate
potential biases (Step 1 in Fig. 1 (a)), which may leave other
unconsidered biases unexposed. For example, people may
The code is available at https://git.io/J3kMh.

Step 2:
Humans collect and
label testing images.

Step 3:
Analyze classifier’s
predictions.
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Step 1: Hyperplane optimization.
Step 2: Human Interpretation.
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(b) New Framework: Unknown Bias Discovery
Figure 1: While the previous pipeline (a) overly relies on
human efforts to identify biases, we devise a new automated
framework (b) that helps humans discover the unknown
biased attribute of an image classifier. In step 1, a generative models’ biased attribute hyperplane in the latent space
is optimized by our proposed optimization objective and
constraints. In step 2, humans can interpret the semantic
meaning of the biased attribute hyperplane from the transformation in the synthesized traversal images. For example,
images changing from “young” to “old” imply the biased
attribute age.
conjecture legally protected attributes (e.g., age, gender1 )
for face image classifiers and consider “scene bias” for the
action recognition task [7]. However, people may neglect
other unnoticeable biased attributes such as hair length [3]
and the presence of children [53] spuriously correlated with
gender. Although they are not legally protected attributes,
not considering these biased attributes may still lead to unfairness against different genders [53]. Second, the previous
pipeline also needs expensive human efforts to collect testing images and annotate biased attributes (Step 2 in Fig. 1
(a)) for analyzing classifier’s predictions. When one wants
to analyze biases in a new domain of images (e.g., object
1 In this paper, we use gender to denote visually perceived gender, which
does not indicate the person’s true gender identity.
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and scene categories in ImageNet [11] and Place365 [56]),
massive human efforts of image collection and labeling are
needed for each new image domain, which is not scalable. In
addition, as a down-stream task of bias identification, many
de-biasing methods [7, 10, 45, 54] also require well-defined
biased attributes and annotations as inputs and supervisions
to mitigate corresponding biases. As a result, if the previous
pipeline does not identify the biases due to either negligence
of biases or limited annotation budget, the biases will not
be mitigated by those de-biasing methods. Therefore, it is
urgent to discover unknown AI biases with less human effort.
To this end, we study a novel problem by defining the
unknown biased attribute discovery task: for a classifier that
predicts a target attribute of the input image, discover its
unknown biased attribute. The “target attribute” stands for
the attribute for prediction. The “biased attribute” means an
attribute that violates the fairness criteria [18, 31] and differs
from the target attribute. For example, if a gender classifier
has different predictions over female images of different skin
colors, then the skin tone attribute is the biased attribute. The
“unknown” has two levels of meanings. First, it indicates that
the biased attribute that is expected to be discovered is not
presumed by humans, not to mention annotating images with
the biased attribute labels. That is, the traditional pipeline
in Fig. 1 (a) does not meet the requirement of “unknown.”
Second, “unknown” also implies that human experts may
have already known some biased attributes and expect a
different one. After completing this task, the discovered
biased attributes can be used as inputs for other down-stream
tasks, such as algorithmic de-biasing.
We propose a novel framework (Fig. 1 (b)) for this new
task by solving two challenges. The first difficulty is how
to represent and learn the “attribute” without any presumptions or labels. To tackle this problem, we base our method
on some findings in [23, 46, 48] that the hyperplane in the
latent space of generative models can linearly separate an
attribute’s values. Hence, we represent the unknown biased attribute as an optimizable hyperplane in a generative
model’s latent space (see “biased attribute hyperplane” in
Fig. 1 (b)). Different from previous methods [23, 46, 48]
using labels of attribute as the supervision, we propose total
variation loss (LV in Fig. 1 (b)) to optimize the hyperplane
that induces the violation of the fairness criterion, without
requiring any attribute labels. The second challenge is how
to ensure the discovered biased attribute is different from the
known ones. We propose orthogonalization penalty (L⊥ in
Fig. 1 (b)) to encourage disentanglement between the biased
attribute and known attributes. We also use L⊥ to prevent
the biased attribute from being identical with the classifier’s
target attribute. Finally, to enable humans to interpret the semantic meaning of the optimized hyperplane, a sequence of
images, dubbed as traversal images, are generated based on
the optimized hyperplane. The variation along the traversal

images is the semantic meaning of the optimization result.
As shown in Fig. 1, the synthesized traversal face images
gradually transform from “young” to “old,” indicating that
the biased attribute found by our method is age. In summary, compared with the previous pipeline (Fig. 1 (a)), our
framework first lets the optimization actively find the biased
attribute (Step 1 in Fig. 1 (b)) and postpones human involvement to the final step (Step 2 in Fig. 1 (b)), which not only
automatically discovers the unknown biases that human may
not realize, but also exempts human efforts from annotating
biased attributes on testing images.
We conduct three experiments to verify the effectiveness
of our method. In the first experiment, two disentanglement
datasets [20, 32] are used for creating large-scale experimental settings for evaluation. In the second experiment,
we conduct experiments on two face datasets [23, 34] for
discovering biased attributes in face attribute classifiers. The
first two experiments show that our method can correctly
discover the biased attribute. In the third experiment, we
apply our method for discovering the biased attribute in
other domains of images, such as objects and scenes. The
qualitative results and the user study show that our method
can discover unnoticeable biases from classifiers pretrained
on ImageNet [11] and Place365 [56], proving our method’s
generalizability for finding biases in various image domains.
The contributions of this work are as follows. First, we
propose a novel unknown biased attribute discovery task for
discovering unknown biases from classifiers. Solving the
problems in this task can help humans better identify classifiers’ biases. Second, we propose a novel method for this
new task by optimizing the total variation loss and the orthogonalization penalty without any presumptions or labels
of biased attributes. Lastly, we design comprehensive experiment settings and evaluation metrics to verify the effectiveness of our method, which can also be used as benchmarks
for future works. Furthermore, many related fields can be
benefited from our new framework for discovering unknown
biases, such as algorithmic de-biasing, dataset audition, etc.
(more discussions in Appendix H.5).

2. Related Work
Bias Identification The previous bias identification pipeline
mainly focuses on collecting testing images and analyzing
the performances in different subgroups based on biased
attribute value. Buolamwini and Gebru [5] collect in-thewild face images to analyze the error rates discrepancies
in intersectional subgroups. Kortylewski et al. [28, 29] use
3DMM [4] to synthesize 3D face images in different poses
and lighting conditions. Muthukumar et al. [40] alter facial
attributes of face images via image processing techniques
such as color theoretic methods and image cropping. Denton et al. [12, 13] use PGGAN [22] to synthesize images
with different values of attributes in CelebA dataset [34]. To
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further reduce the correlation between attributes, Balakrishnan et al. [3] additionally annotate attributes of synthesized
image to generate multi-dimensional “transects” based on
StyleGAN2 [24], where each dimension only changes the
value of one attribute and remains other attributes unchanged.
To reduce the dependency on the human labels, Donderici
et al. [14] use a physics engine to synthesize face images
by controlling different facial attributes values then augment
the images to the real-world domain. Without relying on a
specific algorithm for bias analysis, Wang et al. [52] propose “REVISE,” a tool for computing datasets’ statistics in
terms of object, gender, and geography. Manjunatha et al.
[38] analyze biases of VQA [2] task by running rule mining
algorithms. All of the methods above can only analyze the
algorithm’s biases from a presumed set of attributes or annotations. In contrast, we study a novel problem on discovering
the unknown biased attribute.
Bias Mitigation Many methods have been proposed to mitigate AI algorithms’ biases, and most of them require the
supervision of protected attributes. Wang et al. [54] benchmark previous bias mitigation methods with full-supervision
of protected attributes. Creager et al. [10] train a VAE-based
disentanglement method from protected attributes’ labels so
that the learned representation can be flexibly fair to multiple
protected attributes during the testing time. Sarhan et al. [45]
propose a method to maximize the entropy of the protected
attribute’s prediction and orthogonalize the mean vectors
of normal distributions of target attribute and protected attributes. Vowels et al. [50] propose a weakly-supervised bias
mitigation method, NestedVAE, which is trained with paired
images from different protected attribute values. Choi et al.
[8] use the weak supervision from a small reference dataset
with balanced distribution to mitigate the biases. Though
different levels of supervision are used, all of the works
mentioned above require the selected protected attributes as
inputs. The only exception is [35], where neither definition
of the protected attribute nor the labels are required, and they
prove that better disentanglement can decrease the unfairness
score. However, the experiments in [35] are only based on
synthetic datasets with balanced distribution. In comparison,
our method is tested to be effective on real-world datasets.
Unsupervised Disentanglement The disentanglement
methods aim to recover different independent attributes (i.e.,
factors of variations) from data by learning a generative
model. We relate this field to our work because unsupervised disentanglement methods, which factorize attributes
of data without any definitions or labels, can be used as
baseline methods for the unknown biased attribute discovery
task. For VAE [27]-based generated models, many methods, including \beta -VAE [20], FactorVAE [25], \beta -TCVAE [6],
DIP-VAE-I and DIP-VAE-II [30] JointVAE [15], are proposed for unsupervised disentanglement, where the goal is
to represent each attribute as one dimension of the hidden

space of VAE. For GAN-based generative models, Voynov
and Babenko [51] train an additional reconstructor to predict the direction index and shift magnitude. More recently,
Hessian Penalty [44] disentangles factors of variations by
penalizing the off-diagonal items in the hessian matrix w.r.t.
latent code. We use these unsupervised disentanglement
methods as baselines to investigate their performances on
the unknown biased attribute discovery task.

3. Unknown Biased Attribute Discovery Task
In this section, we initially introduce the definition of
fairness in Sec. 3.1. Then we formally define the unknown
biased attribute discovery task in Sec. 3.2.

3.1. Fairness Definition
In this work, we focus on the counterfactual fairness criterion [12, 13, 21, 31] in the image domain and we leave
studies on other fairness criteria in future works. The counterfactual fairness is formulated by:
  \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathbf {I}(\mathsf {s} = s_1) ) = \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathbf {I}(\mathsf {s} = s_2) ), s_1 \neq s_2, 

(1)

where t is the target attribute. s1 and s2 are different values
of the protected attribute (also called sensitive attribute) s.
I(s = s1 ) and I(s = s2 ) are pair of counterfactual images
intervened in terms of the protected attribute s by assigning
different protected attribute values: s1 and s2 . The values of
all other attributes, including the target attribute, are the same
between two images. P (t̂ | I) is a classifier’s prediction of
the target attribute t of the image I. For example, if s1 and
s2 are “young” and “old” when the protected attribute is age
and the target attribute is gender, then I(s = s1 ) and I(s =
s2 ) are two images of the same person in different ages.
The counterfactual fairness criterion requires the classifier’s
gender prediction to be identical between two images.

3.2. Formulation of Bias Attribute Discovery Task
Here, we formally define the unknown biased attribute
discovery task. The input of this task is a classifier for
predicting a target attribute t of the input image I (i.e., P (t̂ |
I)). At the same time, the classifier also learns unknown
biases from its training data. We formulate such bias in the
classifier as the unknown biased attribute b that violates the
fairness criterion:
  \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathbf {I}(\mathsf {b} = b_1)) \neq \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathbf {I}(\mathsf {b} = b_2) ), b_1 \neq b_2, \label {eq.violation_parity} 

(2)

where b1 and b2 are different values of the biased attribute.
Eq. 2 means that the predictions of the target attribute are
correlated the biased attribute. The expected output of this
task is the biased attribute b. In other words, the unknown
biased attribute b should be discovered. Additionally, a set
of known attributes K = {k} can be provided for requiring
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predictions of target attribute

Figure 2: Method overview. We use a latent space hyperplane to represent the biased attribute. During training, we first sample
the traversal latent vectors along the normal vector wb of the biased attribute hyperplane hb in the latent space of the generative
model G to synthesize the traversal images, which are then are fed into the target attribute classifier. Finally, we use classifier’s
predictions for all traversal images to compute total variation loss (LV ), which is jointly minimized with orthogonalization
penalty (L⊥ ) for optimizing the hyperplane hb . The weights of the generative model and the classifier are fixed.
that the discovered biased attribute should not be one of
known attributes. The set of known attributes is useful when
a user have already known some biases that the classifier
has and expect to know other unknown biased attributes of
the classifier. Providing the known attribute is optional (i.e.,
K = ∅) when the user has not known any biased attributes.

4. Method
In this section, we present our method on unknown biased attribute discovery task. The overview of our method
is shown in Fig. 2. First, we represent attributes of images as
the hyperplanes in the latent space of the generative model
(see the left side of Fig. 2). Then, we formalize our method as
an optimization problem and propose total variation loss to
optimize the hyperplane of the biased attribute (see Sec. 4.2).
To avoid some unwanted results, we propose orthogonalization penalty in Sec. 4.3 as the constraints for the optimization
problem. Finally, we summarize the full model in Sec. 4.4.

4.1. Representation of the Biased Attribute
As defined in Sec. 3.2, an unknown biased attribute b
needs to be discovered in unknown biased attribute discovery task. We approach this task by solving an optimization
problem. Therefore, we need to formulate the biased attribute as an optimizable representation. To this end, we
leverage a generative model G (Generative Model in Fig. 2)
that synthesizes the image I from a latent vector z ∈ Rd ,
where d denotes the dimensions of G’s latent space. Here
G can be implemented by the generator of GAN [16] or the
decoder of VAE [27]. Some recent works in the field of
image editing [46, 48] find that the hyperplane in generative
model’s latent space can be learned with full-supervision of
attribute labels to linearly separate attribute values. Based on
this finding, we represent the biased attribute as the hyperplane hb = (wb , ob ) in G’s latent space (left side of Fig. 2),
where wb ∈ Rd and ob ∈ R are normal vector and offset

of a’s hyperplane. In this way, the problem of discovering
the biased attribute can be transformed into an optimization
problem by learning the hyperplane hb .

4.2. Total Variation Loss
After formalizing the biased attribute as an optimizable
representation, the next question is how to design an optimization objective. Note that, different from image editing
task [46, 48] where attribute labels are available as full supervision, we do not have labels for learning the hyperplane
because the biased attribute is even unknown, not to mention
collecting labels for supervised training.
To solve this challenging problem, we utilize the definition in Sec. 3.2 that the unknown biased attribute violates
the fairness criterion. In order to check if the hyperplane hb
violates the fairness criterion, we generate N images that
have different values of the biased attribute, formulated as
{I(b = bi ) | i = 1 . . . N } (shown in the middle of Fig. 2).
We term these images as traversal images. We achieve this
by the following steps. First, we randomly sample a latent
vector z. Then, since the normal vector wb of the hyperplane hb is the most discriminative direction to separate
different values of b, we traverse along the normal vector
starting from latent vector z, resulting in traversal latent vecwb
tors {z + αi ||w
| i = 1 . . . N } (illustrated as blue dots
b ||
in Fig. 2), where αi is the i-the step size of the traversal.
Finally, the traversal images can be synthesized by feeding
the traversal latent vectors into the generative model G (i.e.,
wb
I(b = bi ) = G(z + αi ||w
)).
b ||
After synthesizing the traversal images, we feed them
to the classifier (“Target Attribute Classifier” in Fig. 2) and
obtain the target attribute predictions of the traversal images
{P (t̂ | I(b = bi )) | 1 . . . N }. Then we propose the total
variation loss (LV ) as the objective function, which quantifies the degree of violation against the fairness definitions:
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  \begin {split} \mathcal {L}_V = -\log \frac {1}{N-1} \sum _{i=1}^{N-1} | & \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathit {G}(\mathbf {z} + \alpha _{i+1} \frac {\mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}}{||\mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}||})) \\ - & \mathit {P}(\hat {\mathsf {t}} \mid \mathit {G}(\mathbf {z} + \alpha _i \frac {\mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}}{||\mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}||}))|. \end {split} \label {eq.total_variation_loss}
(3)

Intuitively, total variation loss checks the fairness definition of each consecutive predictions in {P (t̂ | I(b = bi )) |
1 . . . N }, and larger differences over the predictions lead to
lower total variation loss. Since all aforementioned operations are differentiable, we minimize the total variation loss
by updating the hyperplane via gradient decent. In practice,
offset ob is used for projecting the sampled latent vector z to
the hyperplane, so we optimize both wb and oo by LV . The
complete algorithm for computing LV is in Appendix A.2.

4.3. Orthogonalization Penalty
However, minimizing total variation loss (LV ) alone has
two problems. First, it may lead to a trivial solution where
the discovered biased attribute is just the target attribute
because images with different target attribute values will
definitely produce large variations in the target attribute predictions. For example, a gender classifier will have large
prediction variations when the traversal images transform
from “male” to “female.” Secondly, the task allows users to
provide a set of known attribute K = {k} and the discovered
biased attribute should not be one of the known attribute k
(see Sec. 3.2), which cannot be achieved by minimizing LV .
To tackle these two problems, we also represent the target
attribute t and known attribute k as hyperplanes in the latent
space, denoted by ht = (wt , ot ) and hk = (wk , ok ), respectively. These normal vectors and offsets can be obtained
through supervised training because the target attribute and
the known attributes are pre-defined. More details of how to
get these hyperplanes are shown in Appendix A.3. Then, we
propose the orthogonalization penalty (L⊥ ) to tackle two
problems mentioned above:
  \mathcal {L}_\perp = \mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}^T \mathbf {w}_\mathsf {t} + \sum _{\mathsf {k} \in K} \mathbf {w}_\mathsf {b}^T \mathbf {w}_\mathsf {k}. 

(4)

Minimizing L⊥ encourages the biased attribute’s hyperplane
hb to be orthogonalized with hyperplanes of the target attribute and known attributes. Intuitively, better orthogonalization will produce a smaller variation of traversal latent
vectors’ projections onto ht and hk .

4.4. Full Model
Finally, we jointly minimize the total variation loss and
the orthogonality penalty to update the hyperplane hb =
(wb , ob ) (see red line in Fig. 2):
  \mathcal {L} = \mathcal {L}_V+ \lambda \mathcal {L}_\perp \: , \label {eq.full_model} 
where λ is a coefficient of the orthogonality penalty.

(5)

The experiments are conducted on disentanglement
datasets (Sec. 5.1), face images (Sec.5.2), and images from
other domains (e.g., cat, bedroom, etc.) (Sec. 5.3). More
details of experimental settings on each dataset will be introduced in each subsection. Additional implementation details
can be seen in Appendix (Appx.) A.
Evaluation Metrics As introduced in Sec. 4, we use hyperplane in the latent space to represent an attribute. For
quantitative evaluation, we first choose a pair of different
attributes as the ground-truth biased attribute and target attribute. Then we compute the ground-truth hyperplanes of
these two attributes (more details in Appx. A.3). Based on
the normal vectors of hyperplanes, we design the following
quantitative evaluation metrics:
1. | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| is the absolute value of cosine similarity between the predicted normal vector ŵb and the groundtruth normal vector wb of biased attribute’s hyperplanes.
Larger | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| implies that the hyperplane prediction
is closer to the ground-truth biased attribute.
2. | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩| is the absolute value of cosine similarity between the predicted normal vector ŵb of the biased attribute’s hyperplane and the ground-truth normal vector wt of the target attribute’s hyperplane. Lower value of
cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩ means that the hyperplane prediction is more
orthogonal to the target attribute hyperplane. We refer to it
as “better disentanglement w.r.t. the target attribute.”
3. ∆ cos = | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| − | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩| is difference
of first two metrics. Larger values imply better results by
jointly considering the first two metrics. We use ∆ cos as
the major evaluation metric for comparing different methods because a good biased hyperplane prediction should
simultaneously be closed to the ground-truth biased attribute
hyperplane (i.e., large | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|) and be orthogonal to
the target attribute hyperplane (i.e., small | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|).
4. “%leading”: since each experiment contains multiple
results under different settings (see Experiment Settings in
Sec. 5.1), we report “%leading” of a method to denote the
percentage of the number of settings that this method leads
in terms of ∆ cos.
For the qualitative evaluation metric, we show traversal
images of different biased attribute hyperplane predictions
based on the same sampled latent code. The traversal images
of the accurate biased attribute hyperplane prediction will
only have variations in terms of the ground-truth biased
attribute. In other words, there exists no or relatively small
variations in terms of the target attribute, known attribute, or
any other attributes (see examples in Fig. 3).

5.1. Experiment on Disentanglement Datasets
Datasets In this experiment, we conduct experiments
on two disentanglement datasets: SmallNORB [32] and
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| cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩| \delimiter "3223379 

∆ cos \delimiter "3222378 

%leading \delimiter "3222378 

SmallNORB

0.21\pm 0.21
0.24\pm 0.16
0.23\pm 0.18

0.16\pm 0.13
0.26\pm 0.16
0.10\pm 0.11

0.05±0.20
-0.02±0.24
0.12±0.21

16.67%
31.67%
51.67%

dSprites

VAE-based
LH
Ours

0.11\pm 0.14
0.23\pm 0.15
0.17\pm 0.14

0.13\pm 0.14
0.25\pm 0.15
0.13\pm 0.11

-0.01±0.16
-0.02±0.21
0.05±0.18

22.00%
41.00%
37.00%

Table 1: The mean and standard deviation results averaged
over all 480 experiment settings on SmallNORB [32] and
dSprites [20] datasets. LH denotes Hessian Penalty method.
Top-2 results under %leading metric are bolded. ↑: larger
value means better result. ↓: smaller value means better
result. Note that ∆ cos is the major evaluation metric that
jointly considers the first two metrics. Our method achieves
better performance than two baseline methods.
dSprites [20]. Both datasets contain images with a finite
set of attributes, such as scale, shape, etc. The numbers of
attributes for two datasets are 4 and 5, respectively. We preprocess the attribute if it is not binary-valued or continuousvalued (e.g., shape, category), and more details of preprocessing is shown in Appx. A.7.
Generative Models We choose 5 VAE-based methods as
the generative models: vanilla VAE [27], \beta -VAE [20], \beta TCVAE [6], DIP-VAE-I, and DIP-VAE-II [30]. We use the
same set of hyperparameters reported in [36] (more details
in Appx. A.1). The weights of the trained generative model
is fixed and will not be updated when optimizing hb .
Baseline Methods
VAE-based: since the aforementioned VAE-based generative
models are also disentanglement methods, we use them as
baseline methods. Note that these methods directly disentangle dimensions of the latent space, meaning that the normal
vector of the predicted hyperplane of the biased attribute is
aligned with the axis and the offset of the hyperplane is 0.
Hessian Penalty [44] (LH ) is another baseline method. We
use the officially released implementation of the Hessian
Penalty for optimizing the hyperplanes in the latent space.
More details of how to adapt baseline methods for unknown
biased attribute discovery task are described in Appx. A.6.
Experiment Settings We create 480 experiment settings on
two disentanglement datasets. Each experiment setting is a
triplet of (target attribute, biased attribute, generative model)
(e.g., (shape, scale, β-VAE)). In each setting, to make sure
the target attribute classifier is biased by the chosen biased
attribute, we train it on a sampled dataset with a skewed distribution between the target attribute and the biased attribute.
In the example of (shape, scale, β-VAE) setting on dSprites
dataset, the skewed training set contains more “large heart”
images than “small square” images. More details are described in Appendix A.8. For orthogonalization penalty, we
choose all remaining attributes other than biased or target
attributes as the “known attributes.”

Hessian VAEPenalty based

| cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| \delimiter "3222378 

Ours

method
VAE-based
LH
Ours

(a) SmallNORB

(b) dSprites

Ground-truth biased attribute: category.

Ground-truth biased attribute: shape.

Figure 3: Qualitative comparison of traversal images on (a)
SmallNORB [32] and (b) dSprites [20]. The rows are traversal images based on predicted hyperplanes from different
methods. The ground-truth biased attributes of (a) and (b)
are category and shape, respectively. The target attributes
of (a) and (b) are azimuth and position x, respectively. The
traversal images from the baseline methods vary in terms of
the lighting in (a), orientation and position x in (b), which are
different from the ground-truth biased attribute. In contrast,
the traversal images from our method correctly vary in terms
of the ground-truth biased attribute category (i.e. from “car”
to “plane”) in (a) and shape (from “heart” to “ellipse”) in
(b). The quantitative results (e.g., ∆ cos) of the experiment
settings in this figure are in Appx. E.
Results For quantitative comparison, we report the mean
and standard deviation of results over all experiment settings on each dataset. All results are summarized in Tab. 1.
Surprisingly, the Hessian Penalty method achieves the best
performance in terms of | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|. However, it also
achieves the worse performance in | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|, implying that Hessian Penalty method learns a hyperplane that is
averaged between the biased attribute and target attribute.
Our method can achieve comparable results with the Hessian Penalty method in | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|, and achieve the best
result in | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|. In terms of the major metric ∆ cos
that jointly considers the first two metrics, three out of four
results of the baseline methods are even negative values,
meaning that their predicted hyperplanes are even closer
to the target attribute hyperplanes. In contrast, our method
achieves the best ∆ cos results on two datasets. In terms of
%leading, our method can also achieve the best result on
SmallNORB and comparable result with Hessian Penalty
on dSprites. Note that our method still achieve stabler (i.e.,
smaller standard deviation) ∆ cos results on dSprites. In
conclusion, our proposed method can accurately discover
the biased attribute and is more disentangled w.r.t. the target
attribute. For qualitative comparison, we randomly sample
an experiment setting for each dataset and generate traversal
images based on the predicted hyperplanes. As shown in
Fig. 3, compared with other methods, our method can accurately discover the biased attribute and the traversal images
of our method do not vary in terms of the target attribute.
For example, in Fig. 3 (b) the traversal images of our method
change by shape (i.e., from “heart” to “ellipse”), which is
the ground-truth biased attribute, while traversal images of
baseline methods vary over non-biased attributes such as ori-
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dSprites

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

| cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| \delimiter "3222378 

| cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩| \delimiter "3223379 

∆ cos \delimiter "3222378 

0.25\pm 0.15
0.23\pm 0.18
0.27\pm 0.16
0.25\pm 0.17

0.27\pm 0.18
0.10\pm 0.11
0.28\pm 0.17
0.15\pm 0.13

-0.02±0.23
0.12±0.21
-0.01±0.25
0.10±0.24

0.20\pm 0.13
0.17\pm 0.14
0.21\pm 0.13
0.21\pm 0.13

0.21\pm 0.13
0.13\pm 0.11
0.21\pm 0.13
0.19\pm 0.13

-0.01±0.18
0.05±0.18
0.00±0.18
0.01±0.18

Table 2: Ablation study on orthogonalization penalty (L⊥ )
and Hessian Penalty [44] (LH ). ✓denotes the penalty is
used. Note that all rows used LV . We incorporate LH
into our method. Although adding LH helps to improve
| cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|, it seriously harms the | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|. Overall, our final method (second row in each dataset) performs
the best in ∆ cos.

FFHQ CelebA

method
LH
Ours
LH
Ours

| cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩| \delimiter "3222378 

| cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩| \delimiter "3223379 

∆ cos ↑

0.02±0.02
0.06±0.01

0.02±0.0003
0.002±0.001

0.0005±0.02
0.06±0.01

0.05±0.01
0.17±0.11

0.01±0.008
0.002±0.002

0.03±0.004
0.17±0.11

Table 3: Results on CelebA [34] and FFHQ [23] datasets.
We omit %leading since our method leads in all experiment
settings (i.e., %leading (Ours) = 100 %).
entation or position x (i.e., the object is rotating or moving
horizontally).
Ablation Study on L⊥ and LH We conduct ablation study
on the orthogonalization penalty (L⊥ ). The results in Tab. 2
show that L⊥ is helpful in decreasing | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|, proving its effectiveness in being more orthogonal w.r.t. target attribute. However, L⊥ also decreases | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|. We suggest that L⊥ may make the optimization problem harder due
to the additional constraint. Furthermore, the good results of
Hessian Penalty (denoted as LH ) in terms of | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|
motivates us to combine our method with Hessian Penalty
via joint optimization. The results show that combining with
LH can achieve improvement in | cos⟨ŵb , wb ⟩|, as well.
However, it still harms the performance in | cos⟨ŵb , wt ⟩|,
suggesting that LH learns an averaged hyperplane between
the biased and the target attributes. We also conduct additional ablation studies on the set of known attributes and
the distribution of training data of generative models. Results
are shown in Appx. C.

5.2. Experiment on Face Images
Experiment Settings We use CelebA [34] and FFHQ [23]
datasets for discovering biased attributes of face images.
CelebA is a dataset of face images of celebrities with 40
annotated attributes. FFHQ dataset contains 70,000 highquality face images. We choose gender as the target attribute
to train two ResNet-18 [19] networks as the target attribute

Hessian
Penalty

L⊥

0.83

variation: gender ❌

0.21

Ours

SmallNORB

LH

0.96

variation: pose ✅

0.32

Pseudo-ground-truth of biased attribute: pose.

Figure 4: Qualitative comparison of the traversal images
of predicted biased attribute synthesized by StyleGAN [23]
pretrained on (a) FFHQ [23] dataset. The target attribute
classifier is trained on FFHQ. The target attribute is gender and the pseudo-ground-truths of biased attribute is pose.
The numbers under the images are gender classifier’s predictions on whether the gender attribute’s value is “male.” Our
method correctly discover the pose biased attribute.
classifiers supervised by the attribute labels on two datasets,
respectively. For FFHQ dataset, we use the gender annotations from [42]. Note that different from the first experiment,
we do not sample datasets with any skewed distributions because we want to discover the underlying biased attributes in
the original face datasets. We choose two generative models:
two StyleGAN [23] networks pretrained on CelebA-HQ [22]
and FFHQ [23] datasets, respectively. We use the “style”
latent space W of the StyleGAN, where attributes are more
linearly separable than input noise latent space [23]. Hessian
Penalty (LH ) is used as the baseline method. Since CelebA
and FFHQ are in-the-wild datasets, we do not know the real
ground-truth biased attributes. Therefore, for the quantitative evaluation, we obtain the pseudo-ground-truth of the
biased attribute (see Appx. A.4). Due to the absence of real
ground-truth of the biased attribute, we do not use known
attributes in orthogonalization penalty (i.e., K = ∅).
Results Similar to the first experiment, we run experiments
under all settings of (target attribute, biased attribute, generative model). Results averaged across all settings are reported
in Tab. 3. The results of each experiment setting are in
Appx. E. Our method beats the Hessian Penalty method in
all metrics and in each experiment setting. The qualitative
comparisons are shown in Fig. 4. The traversal images of
the Hessian Penalty method vary in terms of the target attribute gender (i.e., male to female). In contrast, our method
correctly predicts the pseudo-ground-truth of the biased attribute: pose. More examples are shown in Appx. F.1.
Discovering Other Biased Attributes In this experiment,
we try finding the biased attributes other than some known
attributes. In the orthogonalization penalty (L⊥ ), we let the
set of the known attribute K to be four attributes: age, eyeglasses, pose, and smile, whose hyperplanes are provided in
[46]. Results in Fig. 5 show that our method can successfully
discover other biased attributes such as lighting and bald,
proving the effectiveness of the known attributes in L⊥ . One
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0.52

0.42

(a) Discovered biased attribute: lighting.

0.96

1.00

0.38

0.99

0.78

0.29

0.91

0.73

0.97

0.13

0.88

0.29

0.83

0.20

0.95

0.45

0.74

0.16

0.44

0.07

(a) cat. Discovered biased attribute: shade of fur color.

0.80

(b) Discovered biased attribute: bald.

0.90

(b) tower. Discovered biased attribute: is Eiffel Tower.

Figure 5: Discovered biased attributes by setting the set of
known attributes K to all considered attributes generated by
StyleGAN [23] pretrained on FFHQ [23] dataset. The target
attribute classifiers in (a) and (b) are trained on CelebA
and FFHQ, respectively. The numbers under the images
are gender classifier’s predictions on whether the gender
attribute’s value is “male.”

(c) conference room. Discovered biased attribute: layout.

may regard the variations that do not switch 0.5-threshold
(e.g., 1.00 to 0.90 in Fig. 5) are not meaningful. We believe
such variation is still valuable and include a discussion in
Appx. H.3. We also conduct a user study (see Appx. G) to
invite subjects to name the attributes from more traversal
images, whose results prove that our method finds biased
attributes difficult for the Hessian Penalty method.

(d) bedroom. Discovered biased attribute: number of beds.

5.3. Experiment on Images from Other Domains
Finally, we apply our method on images from other domains, including object (e.g., cat) and scenes (e.g., bedroom)
categories in LSUN dataset [55]. StyleGAN and StyleGAN2
pretrained on the images from each category are used as generative models and weights are obtained from [47]. Since
each generator is trained on only one category of images
(e.g., the cat generator is only trained on cat images), we
only use LV and do not use L⊥ because the target attribute
value (i.e., object or scene category) is fixed for each generator. We choose ResNet-18 [19] pretrained on ImageNet as
the object classifier and ResNet-18 pretrained on Places365
as the scene classifier. We show some biased attributed discovered by our method in Fig. 6. Our method successfully
discovers biased attributes such as shade of fur color, is Eiffel
Tower, layout, and number of beds in cat, tower, conference
room, and bedroom classifiers, respectively, which could be
hard for human to speculate in advance. We also conduct a
user study (see Appx. G) on letting subjects name the biased
attributes from more traversal images, which verifies our
method discovers biased attributes that are difficult for Hessian Penalty. This proves the generalizability of our method
for discovering biased attributes in various image domains.

Figure 6: Discovered biased attribute of classifiers for classifying cat, tower, conference room, bedroom images. Numbers below images are predicted probability by the classifier.

6. Conclusion
In this work, we propose a new problem for finding the
unknown biased attribute of a classifier without presumptions or labels. To tackle this new problem, a novel method is
proposed for this task by optimizing total variation loss and
orthogonalization penalty. The comprehensive experiments
prove that our method is effective and can discover biased attributes in multiple domains. In the appendix, we discuss the
limitations, future directions, and the related methods and
areas that can be benefited from this new unknown biased
attribute discovery task.
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